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enters the time !0 only, such an uncertainty would be
the experimental data points in Fig. 2 reveal the existence
reflected in a horizontal displacement of data points in
of an optimal pulse duration !opt
L of about 250 fs, well in
Fig. 1 by the same amount and thus lies within the general
agreement with the prediction of our model.
scatter of the experimental data. Regarding the range of
The left graph in Fig. 3 depicts the optimal laser pulse
parameters, the comparison presented in Fig. 1 shows a
duration !opt
L for varying laser energy EL . The nonmonoremarkably good agreement with our theory and thus suptonic behavior of !opt
L results from the explicit intensity
ports its generality.
dependence of the conversion efficiency. An intensity inRegarding the power dependence of Eq. (8), the final ion
dependent # would result in a strictly decreasing function.
energy Ei;1 could be increased for laser systems with
The solid line in the right graph in Fig. 3 illustrates the
constant pulse energy EL by shortening the pulse duration
maximum proton energy Eopt
m that can be achieved under
!L . However, short laser pulse duration means a reduction
optimum conditions as a function of the laser pulse power
of the acceleration time so that massive ions cannot reach
PL ! EL =!opt
L . It shows the same dependence on the laser
the final energy any more. That this effect is of practical
power as Ei;1 [dotted line, Eq. (8)], a scaling that is
relevance is demonstrated in Fig. 2, where Em is given as a
corroborated by recent PIC simulations [20].
function of pulse duration for four fixed laser energies EL
In a minority of laser ion acceleration experiments, the
(solid lines). It is evident that the highest ion energies Eopt
m
contaminating
hydrogen layer was removed from the target
are obtained for an optimum value !opt
L . In addition, Fig. 2
surfaces [21,22], thus allowing for the observation of the
reveals that for ion acceleration it is not favorable to build a
acceleration of heavier ions. This immediately implies the
petawatt laser with pulse duration smaller than about
question of how the acceleration process depends on the
100 fs for the chosen set of parameters. On the other
laser
ion charge qi e. Experimentally, this issue has been
invesWith
ions
tend
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accelhand, keeping –
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powersimilar
PL constant proportions,
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tigated by Schreiber et al. [22]. Not touching the nontrivial
EL and !L does not result in an increase of the maximum
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describing
the 1charge state population, we
erate together → ion
energy
mass
is
exion energy once the optimal pulse duration !opt
assume that all charge states q2i are generated close to the
L
Consistent
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ceeded. This –
saturation
effect (Em ! with
Ei;1 forTrident
!L ! 1 results
rear surfacewith
and areCthen
accelerated in the same electric
visible in the slope of the shaded area in Fig. 1) was also
field. Figure 4 shows the maximum ion energy as a func– PICOpposite
toInTNSA
(protons
outrun everything)
observed in recent
simulations [20].
order to test
our
tion of charge state for a variety of ions. Since in the
approach, an experiment at the 10 Hz-Ti:Sa-laser system
experiment cited [22] all ions have been accelerated under
of the Max-Born-Institut, Berlin, was performed. The laser
identical experimental conditions (i.e., constant EL , !L , rL ,
energy EL was 0:7 J within a focal spot of 8 "m (FWHM).
d, and $), it can be readily seen from Eq. (9) that in this
– wereH-wetted
Plan
Both parameters
kept constant foam
while the –
laser
pulse A case the scaled ion energy Em =Ai is a unique function of
– “pure H” cryogenic solid qtarget
–APlan
Bnucleon number. The solid curve
i =Ai , where
i is the ion
in Fig. 4 represents this function and shows a fair agree1000
ment with experimental data ranging from Li to W ions.
It seems to be indicated to compare our result of Eq. (9)
EL=1 kJ
with that of PEM [13,16]
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FIG. 2. Dependence of maximum proton energies Em on the
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circles represent the experimental data. All four curves (solid
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gray shaded area denotes the region where the laser pulse power
PL is smaller than 1 PW.
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energy EL was 0:7 J within a focal spot of 8 "m (FWHM).
d, and $), it can be readily seen from Eq. (9) that in this
– wereH-wetted
Plan
Both parameters
kept constant foam
while the –
laser
pulse A case the scaled ion energy Em =Ai is a unique function of
– “pure H” cryogenic solid qtarget
–APlan
Bnucleon number. The solid curve
i =Ai , where
i is the ion
in Fig. 4 represents this function and shows a fair agree1000
ment with experimental data ranging from Li to W ions.
It seems to be indicated to compare our result of Eq. (9)
EL=1 kJ
with that of PEM [13,16]

Perspectives BOA and RPA

Progress

VPIC and theoretical modeling have been used to study the
target requirements for ~ GeV proton beams.
• BOA and RPA require H-concentrations
for a 10 kJ 100 PW laser one can
BOA
much higher than possible with conventional
expect 3x10^13 protons >500MeV
H-rich solids.
Energetic protons with GeV energies can be obtained using
a high intensity laser.

•

•

100

19% of laser energy goes into
6x10 forward directed protons
with energy >500 MeV

Two practical solutions:

2.2kJ, 60 PW laser
@38 fs

 Simulation
parameters from Qiao
et al. (PRL 2009):

 Peak intensity:
1.89x1022 W/cm2

H fraction of target must be high enough to
ensure separation and of H-electron plasmoid
P <1 PW
E from
=100 J heavier substrate matrix ion

 Circular

L

polarized, superGaussian in
space, Gaussian
in time, 38 fs
width

– nH > Z nM
300
– J Liquid H in ~ 30 mg/cc aerogel foam:
E =10
200
nSi / nH = 0.004, nO / nH = 0.008
E =0.7
J
– Initial 1D
calculations
suggest
500 nm
100
thickness is optimum for Trident pulse

10
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Em [MeV]

L
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L

1

L

0.1

10

100

0

1000
L

FIG. 2. Dependence of maximum proton energies Em on the
laser pulse duration !L for four constant laser energies EL . The
circles represent the experimental data. All four curves (solid
lines) correspond to rL ! 4 "m, d ! 10 "m, and $ ! 10" . The
gray shaded area denotes the region where the laser pulse power
PL is smaller than 1 PW.
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J. Schreiber PRL 97,

100

101
102
EL [J]

opt

[fs]

Em [MeV]

L

103

102

~PL1/2

L. Yin, et al., Phys. Plasmas 14, 056706
(2007);
A.P.L. Robinson, et al., New J. Phys. 10,
013021
~PL7/8 (2008)
2 B. M. Hegelich, et al., Nature (2009) in
10-2 10-1 100 101 102
preparation
P [PW]
1

101
100 -3
10

 1 micron thick

L

FIG. 3. Dependence of the optimal pulse duration !opt
L on the
My Documents\Presentations\Homeland_Security\DNDO\ARI_20100412
(left). The parameters are identical to those in
laser energy EL16
Fig. 2. The right graph shows the maximum energies Eopt
m (solid
line) and Ei;1 (dotted line) for optimal laser powers PL !
EL =!opt
L . The data points depict the experimental results derived
from Fig. 2.
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perspectives TNSA and KJ
High Energy Petawatt Pulses on NIF
Proton Fast ignition

Redirection and
compression of
the beam near the
Target Chamber

Short pulse
seed laser
system

Short Pulse Applications of HEC-DPSSLs
Proton ignition is a newer concept avoiding the
complexity of electron energy transport

May 19, 2006
HEC-DPSSL Workshop

• Novel physics
of Debye sheath
proton acceleration

• Same driver and
fuel assembly options

M. Roth et.al.
Phys Rev. Lett
86,436 (2000).

Protons

Laser

Ruhl et al. Plas.
Phys. Rep.
27,363,(2001)

2x1.2 kJ one beam line
Short Pulse Applications of HEC-DPSSLs
Imploded Fuel

• Simpler proton
energy transport
by ballistic focussing

Temporal, et al.
Phys Plasmas
9, 3102, 2002

• Larger laser
focal spot-easier
to produce
ICC2003

|

|

preamplification
and injection
into the main
chain

May 19, 2006
HEC-DPSSL Workshop

C. P. J. Barty

1x3.3 kJ one beam
13.2 kJ one quad

KJ - PW lasers match the requirements for PFI

Update on IFE Research at LLNL
Wayne Meier, Ryan Abbott, John Barnard, Andy Bayramian,
Camille Bibeau, Debbie Callahan, Alex Friedman, Mike Key,
Jeff Latkowski, Steve Payne, John Perkins, Susana Reyes, Max Tabak

IAEA Research Coordination Meeting
CRP on Elements of IFE Power Plants
November 4-7, 2003
Vienna, Austria
Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the University of California,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-ENG-48.

High gain fast ignition experiments using 100 kJ of
HEPW would require 5 quads of HEPW beams

NIF could be
adapted to
demonstrate
high gain
fast ignition

|

|

A ‘proof of principle ‘ FI experiment at NIF has been
designed using Lasnex modeling
250kJ Hohlraum drive with
8 fold 2 cone symmetry
(8 quads per LEH)
CD shell 740 m radius
160 m wall Imploded to
45 m radius, 250 gcm-3
r =1.o gcm-2
4 HEPW ignitor beams
FR-2
total of 20kJ, 20ps
driving electron or proton ignition

• NIF- ARC ideally matched to PFI
• 100 µm spot is perfect
• ps pulse duration has been demonstrated
for TNSA
• 10% converion efficiency into useful ions
• geometry fits perfectly

ICC2003
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1021 n/cm2/s and 2x104 n/µm2 to alter material

neutrons II
As volume acceleration is efficient, an intense Tritium beam can be produced without Tritium

Li-Target

Carbon converter

Sample
e.g. Deuterium

Tritium Beam
|

|

B-fields I

There are several options for mm-scale, single shot coils to
experiments
magnetize ICF targets For
up tonew
several
MG, coils that are inertial
contact Joao Jorge Santos @
(thermally and mechanically) for short rise times.
Target example made
Nevada’s Terawatt Facility
by TUD
has reached 2 MG

Omega coils (300 ns
rise) can reach 10-20T

|

|

ILE laser powered coils
have reached 1000T in
1 ns

A symmetric Helmholtz coil pair was driven to 40 T (pickup coil
measurement) using a 300 J, I-2 ns Vulcan laser pulse; below is
closest experience to provide the simulation Bzo for NIF:

B-fields II

Drawing fr
John Mood

Self magnetic
insulation and
short pulse may
explain the
voltage holding
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A symmetric Helmholtz coil pair was driven to 40 T (pickup coil
measurement) using a 300 J, I-2 ns Vulcan laser pulse; below is
closest experience to provide the simulation Bzo for NIF:

Drawing fr
John Mood

B-fields II

Self magnetic
insulation and
short pulse may
explain the
voltage holding

Three-radial-zone ICF capsule model for fast magnetization creating hollow Bz(r)
“magnetic bubble” mirror traps internal to DT fuel before implosion (Model applies
both indirect drive and polar direct drive  needs 2-D rad-hydro-MHD simulation

Three radial zone
capsule model:
Ablator(eg., C) (r1)
DT fuel in B-layer (r2)
DT fuel core (~0B) (r3)

Laser driven ion beam

1 to 10 MG, 1 ns
Laser-Driven Coil
(not drawn to scale)
(coil radius is larger)

Bz lines

Field lines wrap around
low-B interior DT gas
“magnetic bubble” reduces
thermal conduction loss
both perp and parallel!

guided by B-field
|

|

Cylindrical 1-D magnetic
diffusion model and
spherical 1-D implosion
model do not include
2-D effects [large P2 in
ohmic preheat but heat
conduction partially
symmetrizes along B lines]

Shaded cresent regions
show centroid of peak
diamagnetic current j(r)
induced by fast dB/dt
in outer DT fuel zone

= eνr/2
A symmetric Helmholtz coil pair was driven to 40 T (pickup coil
Let us introduce mp the mass of proton in above equationmeasurement) using a 300 J, I-2 ns Vulcan laser pulse; below is
closest experience to provide the simulation Bzo for NIF:

Drawing fr
John Mood

B-fields II
Therefore,

We have
Thus, for 1H and 13C where I = 1/2

µ = m p e ν r / 2 mp

There will be two orientations or energy levels with energies +µB and -µB
Rewriting the above equation as

+µB
Self magnetic
insulation and
short pulse may
explain the
voltage holding

= ( e / 2 mp ) × mp ν r
No Field
B
= Magnetic moment × Angular momentum
-µB
Applied
Thus, the magnetic dipole moment is given
as ( eField
/ 2 mp ) (i.e. the
and
magnetic moment) times its angular momentum (mp ν r).
The
nuclear
magnetic moments are expressed in terms of the nuclear
TheThis
difference
between
these
energy
levels
is
=
2µB
is known as a reference nuclear magnetic moment, called the nuclear
magneton
introducing
a factor called nuclear g factor, symbol gN.
andmagneton,
is shown to
= gµNNµby
(I = 1/2)
µNbe
byequal to
N B
Therefore
µ =(
N

e / 2 mp ) (h / 2π)

Thus, for any nucleus, we write

∆ε = gN µN B
= 5.051 × 10-27 JT-1
µ = g N I (I + 1) µN
the unit relation
1 Twith
= 1thisNquanta
C-1 mof-1 energy
S is used.
andwhere
the frequency
associated
is
∆ε = h ν
ν = ∆ε / h
= gN µN B / h
|

|
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5x10-4 of them can be converted into muons!

igure| 11:
Normalisation to the number of protons inter|

Pulsed muon facility II
for a 10 kJ 100 PW laser one can
expect 3x10^13 protons >500MeV

Energetic protons with GeV energies can be obtained using
a high intensity laser.
19% of laser energy goes into
6x1012 forward directed protons
with energy >500 MeV

 Simulation
parameters from Qiao
et al. (PRL 2009):

 Peak intensity:
1.89x1022 W/cm2

 Circular
polarized, superGaussian in
space, Gaussian
in time, 38 fs
width

this would convert to 1.3e11 muons
in < 100 ps

 1 micron thick
Proton target
(ne = 30 ncr)

100 A of muon beam pulse
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2.2kJ, 60 PW laser @38 fs
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Catalyzed Fusion in experiment
Deuterium–Tritium Fuel Under
ideal Study
forofaMuon
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with. . . a 327compression driver
(e.g. NIF)
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dependend on density and temperature of the fuel
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